























(Dated: November 21, 2018)
We derive expressions for the partition function p(n), with n in the form 7k + a, as (k + 1)-
dimensional determinants.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT





−1 −1 1 0
0 −1 −1 1 0
0 0 −1 −1 1 0
1 0 0 −1 −1 1 0
0 1 0 0 −1 −1 1 0

















The coefficients along the diagonals of the above matrix are from the expansion of (q)∞ in powers of q, (sequence
A010815 in OEIS [2]). In Appendix A of that article, (k + 1)-dimensional determinant formulas for the partition
functions p(5k + 4), p(7k + 5), and p(25k + 24) were found by using some identities due to Ramanujan [3]. The
p(5k + 4) and p(25k + 24) expressions were then extended to p(5k + a5) and p(25k + a25) for a5 = 0, 1, 2, 3 and
a25 = 4, 9, 14, 19, respectively.
In this article we will continue this development and generalize the p(7k + 5) result,




20 −8 1 14
0 20 −8 1 56
−70 0 20 −8 1 −35
64 −70 0 20 −8 1 −28
56 64 −70 0 20 −8 1 −70







which was derived from
∞∑
k=0
























= 7 + 21q + 14q2 + 56q3 − 35q4 − · · · ,
to p(7k+ a7) for a7 = 0, . . . , 6. We will follow Ramanujan [3] and make the replacement q → q
1/7 in eq. (2). (q1/7)∞
expands as the sum
∑
bnq
n/7, for which the only nonzero bn are for n ≡ 0, 1, 2, or 5 mod 7. Furthermore, the n ≡ 2
2mod 7 terms sum to −(q7)∞q
2/7. We can therefore write,
(q1/7)∞
(q7)∞
= J1 + q
1/7J2 − q
2/7 + q5/7J3. (5)
The J ’s are power series in q with integer exponents and satisfy the identities [3] [4]


























































J1 + q1/7J2 − q2/7 + q5/7J3
. (7)
As per Ramanujan, we now multiply and divide (J1 + q
1/7J2 − q
















2/7 + q5/7J3 = J1
(
1 + x1/7 − x2/7a− x5/7a3
)
. (8)











































− 14x3a11 − 7x4a16 − x5a21
]
. (11a)
Converting to (q, J) notation, this is






































































































2 ( c6 + c13x+ c20x
2 + c27x
3 ).









H1+a7(q); a7 = 0, 1, . . . , 6, (13)
and we have




20 −8 1 Z2
0 20 −8 1 Z3
−70 0 20 −8 1 Z4
64 −70 0 20 −8 1 Z5
56 64 −70 0 20 −8 1 Z6







where the coefficients in the last column are from the expansions
(q7)7
∞
H1+a7(q) = Z0 + Z1q + Z2q
2 + · · · . (15)
Eq. (3) gives the first few of these coefficients for a7 = 5.
The ck coefficients can be found from the recurrence relation
cn + cn−1 − acn−2 − a
3cn−5 =
{
dn/7 if n ≡ 0 mod 7,
0 otherwise,
(16)














1 + 3a+ a2
−1− 4a− 3a2 + a3
1 + 5a+ 6a2 − a3
a+ 4a2 − a3 − 5a4
a2 + 6a3 + 2a4
−a3 − 4a5











2a4 + 3a5 − 6a6
3a5 + 8a6 − 4a7
a6
a6 + 6a8












































































































































H6 simplifies to the expression inside the brackets in eq. (4) using the additional identities (6c-e).






























1− q6k+1 + q14k+3 − q20k+5 − q42k+16 + q48k+20 − q56k+26 + q62k+31
]
.
























































































The reduction of the (n + 1)-dimensional matrix in eq. (1) to a smaller, (k + 1)-dimensional one for p(7k + a7),
as well as for p(5k + a5) and p(25k + a25), used results from Ramanujan’s study of the congruences of the partition
function in ref. 3. However, these reductions did not depend upon the existence of a congruence, but rather they
used the property that the product
(q)∞(e
2pii/N q)∞(e
4pii/N q)∞ · · · (e
(N−1)2pii/Nq)∞







(ωq)∞ · · · (ω
N−1q)∞



















5with D0 = 1 and Z
(a)
0 = p(a) . We have then






D2 D1 1 Z
(a)
2









This is however only of practical use in calculating partition functions if compact expressions can be found whose
expansions give the D and Z coefficients.
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